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Abstract Optimized task scheduling concepts can meet user requirements
efficiently by using priority concepts. Increasing the resource utilization and
reducing the cost, both are compulsory factors to be compromise in task scheduling
algorithms of cloud computation for executing many tasks. With updating the
technology many new features in cloud computing introduced such as fault toler-
ance, high resource utilization, expandability, flexibility, reduced overhead for
users, reduced cost, required services etc., this paper discussed task scheduling
algorithms based on priority for virtual machines and tasks. This algorithm per-
forms good results with balance the load, but it’s not effective with cost perfor-
mance. Secondly comparative study also has been done in this paper between
various scheduling algorithms by CloudSim simulator.
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1 Introduction

In these days all the application runs via virtual machines and resources are allo-
cated to all virtual machines. All applications are independent, unique in technology
and has no connection to each other. Resources are compromised on every event or
activity performed with all individual units of products and service.
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The concept of scheduling is performing very important role in cloud computing
with requirement of users in the market. ‘Mapping the tasks’ is the basic concept of
scheduling. This is a necessary condition in successful working of cloud as many
factors must be examined for useful scheduling. The feasible resources should be
appropriate for execution in task scheduling (Tables 1, 2, 3 and 4).

The mechanism of task scheduling can not only satisfy to the user, but also
increase the utilization for resources [1]. Load balancing factor must be calculated
to acquire more resource utilization. The process of load balancing is distributing
the load between various nodes to enhance utilization of resource and task response
time while also neglecting the condition where nodes are fully occupied while many
other distinct nodes are free or performing for limited work. Load balancing assure
that processors in the setup or all node in the rooted network connection does
approximately the uniform amount of execution at any present of time.

To get the complete cost of every user’s applications, all individual service of
resources (like Processor cost, Internal memory used, Input/Output cost, etc.) need
to be calculated. When the complete cost of all resources has been identified, factual
cost and output dissection depend on it can be retrieving, related to all of the
traditional concepts of scheduling. Traditional concept leading the use of absolute
tasks for users and exceeds the overheads in applications of cloud computation. It
may be true that any distinct tasks may not the reason of exceeding costs for

Table 1 FCFS Vs VM-Tree Cloudlets FCFS VM_Tree

50 5668.944 5894.572

70 5512.491 5602.98

100 5486.416 5794.572

Table 2 FCFS Vs PSO Cloudlets FCFS PSO

50 5668.944 2473.44

70 5512.491 2864.571

100 5486.416 2929.76

Table 3 QoS of FCFS Cloudlets FCFS QoS

50 5668.944 4481.248

70 5512.491 4298.72

100 5486.416 4389.984

Table 4 FCFS Vs ABC Cloudlets FCFS ABC

50 5668.944 2473.44

70 5512.491 2864.571

100 5486.416 2929.76
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resources in traditional way. The result is that exceeds in estimate and raises the
cost. To compete towards market, some organization has had to reduce the cost or
prices of expansive items or products. But they have been capable to get huge
mark-ups on less expensive tasks. Minimization in cost or price has raised mar-
keting for individual units/item but degrades the complete strength and good
mark-ups on specific tasks or product didn’t equal the down in the confine output of
expensive items [2].

However, Load Balancing and Allocation Cost are the primary issues for task
scheduling algorithms of user’s applications in cloud computation. Presently the
complete cost and proper resource utilization of the scheduling issue has encouraged
researchers to recommend multifarious cost related task scheduling algorithms.
More advanced algorithm designed on these factors are introduced by innovators or
researchers such as Activity Based Cost, Particle Swarm Optimization, DLA
(Double Level Priority) and Balancing the Load [1–3, 6–13] etc.

This paper proposes an implementation view for scheduling techniques with
simulated outcome in CloudSim3.0 simulator by taking the factor cost and bal-
ancing the load.

The remaining part of this research paper is implemented as followed: Sect. 2
explains/methodology. Section 3 derives the implementation by simulation and
analysis. Section 4 shows the conclusion.

2 Various Task Schedulings

This research paper examined with traditional method i.e. First Come First Serve
and optimized scheduling methods i.e. VMT, PSO, QoS, ABC. Brief introduction
for every scheduling is described here:

Generally First Come First Serve algorithm is take it as by default scheduling to
explain any traditional concept of scheduling because there is no priority for any
parameter and its very simple in implementation without any error.

Now comes to optimized or prioritized scheduling concepts. First optimized
method is explained a tree form hierarchy named Virtual Machine_Tree for proper
running of input tasks with including the concept of priority for machines and for
cloudlets/tasks also. Depth First Search is modified according to scheduling concept
to get effective output [4].

Second optimization technique introduces an algorithm which relates the method
of small position value (SPV). Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) is used to reduce
the execution cost for task scheduling in cloud computation [3].

QoS-driven is the third method used in this paper that proposed a concept with
considering many task attributes like privileges of application, expectation, length
of executed task and the time awaiting in series to execute and sort applications by
the priority [5].

ABC (Activity Based Costing) is the fourth one that introduces an optimized
method based on priority in terms of benefit for SP (service provider). The
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traditional concept of task processing cannot fulfill the user’s requirement.
Activity-based method measures the every event or activity cost for all objects and
the outcome is better than traditional method in Cloud Computation [2].

2.1 Methodology

Figure 1 At step first, all optimized methods and traditional scheduling algorithm
have been compared using simulator CloudSim3.0. Comparison shows that opti-
mized algorithms (priority concepts) are always perform better than the traditional
methods. Load balancing and allocation cost parameter are calculated in these
comparisons. At the final step, outcome of this research paper is very able to find an
effective technique that executes or performs good to get more resource utilization
and reduce cost.

3 Simulation

CloudSim3.0 simulator is used to simulate the all these task scheduling algorithms
explained above. To compare the effective performance under many distinct
parameters. An open environment is considered with two host node to implement
the scheduling techniques with thirty autonomous tasks. It can be dynamically
changed throughout the simulation. This simulation mainly focuses on the load
balancing and cost factors between these scheduling methods.

To estimate the effective performance of scheduling methods, datacentres, vir-
tual machines and many cloudlets based on user’s requirement are created in
simulator. Now time to schedule the tasks based on all entire scheduling methods
for example, virtual machine tree [4], particle swarm optimization [3] and
QoS-driven [5] activity based costing [2].

3.1 Performance Metrics

We have evaluated the scheduling techniques using allocation cost and load bal-
ancing metrics and compared with traditional scheduling algorithm. Parameters are:

Traditional Task Scheduling Algorithm i.e. 
FCFS

Optimized Task Scheduling Algorithms i.e. 
VMT, PSO, Qos, ABC

Comparison

Fig. 1 Basic model for implementing task scheduling
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(1) Size of virtual machine is 10,000 with 512 memory allocation, 250 instruc-
tions per seconds, 100 BandWidth.

(2) Length of task is 40,000 and the file size is 300.
(3) Memory allocated for host is 16,384, 1,000,000 for Storage, 10,000

BandWidth.

The structure designed for the CloudSim tool is includes two datacenters, thirty
virtual machines, two hosts in each DC and 4 Processing Element (PE) or CPU
cores for each host. Implementation has been done using 50 tasks to analyze the
algorithms for much number of tasks/cloudlets. As the cloudlets (applications) are
submitted by the user it is the task of the cloud broker (Behalf of client, Cloud
broker works and search the best virtual machine to execute the application, the VM
is selected by measuring the various parameters, for example size, bandwidth, cost)
to allocate those tasks to the VM and then Virtual Machine Manager selects the host
on which this VM should be worked based on the allocation policy of virtual
machines. When VM is assigned to the host then VM starts for execution.
Every VM has a virtual processor called PE (processing element) in CloudSim.
The VM can have much processors or process elements which simulates the real
multi-core CPUs.

Cost is measured by:

Cost ¼ datacenterhost:costPerStorage � vm:sizeþ datacenterhost:costPerRam � vm:ram

þ datacenterhost:costPerBw � vm:bw

þ datacenterhost:costPerMips � vm:mips � vm:numberOfPesð Þ;

Load balancing is measured by:

AL ¼ VmL=n

AL represents average load.
VmL represents Load of virtual machines is calculated by the load average of the
cloudlets that execute on it.
n represents number of virtual machines.

3.2 Simulation and Results

3.2.1 Load Balancing Parameter

With designing the environment, Fig. 2 illustrates 10–50 input tasks and five virtual
machines are taking for calculate the load balancing parameter in traditional method
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and optimized method. By introducing the figure, much number of input cloudlets
runs on that machines have high memory, instructions and bandwidth in VM_tree
optimization algorithm. While load are same for all VM’s in FCFS algorithm.

3.2.2 Cost Parameter

With designing the environment, 10–100 cloudlets and thirty virtual machines are
taking and calculate the cost factor with four all optimized methods illustrated below.

Figure 3, explains the comparison between VM_Tree and FCFS scheduling
algorithms with allocation cost metrics against the number of cloudlets. It identifies
that allocation cost is increased in VM_Tree optimized scheduling algorithm.

Virtual Machines
Cloudlet

Fig. 2 Comparison with load balancing factor between VM_Tree and FCFS method

Cost
Cloudlets

Fig. 3 Variation in cost factor between VM_Tree and FCFS scheduling
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Hence proved that VM_Tree task scheduling method is perform good in load
balancing factor only.

This approach can also be justified by rest of the algorithms with cost parameter
only.

Figure 4, illustrates the comparison between PSO and FCFS task scheduling
algorithm with parameter allocation cost against the number of cloudlets.

Figure 5, measuring the allocation cost is against the number of cloudlets and
shows the comparison between QoS and FCFS (First Come First Serve) task
scheduling algorithm. An optimized method i.e. Qos gives better performance from
the traditional one.

Figure 6, illustrates the comparison between ABC and FCFS task scheduling
algorithm based on cost against the number of cloudlets. It clearly identifies that
allocation cost is reduced in optimized scheduling algorithm.

Results of this study proved that all the optimized task scheduling algorithms are
very efficient.

Fig. 4 Variation in cost factor between PSO and FCFS scheduling

Fig. 5 Variation in cost factor between QoS and FCFS scheduling
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4 Conclusion and Future Work

The traditional way of task scheduling in cloud computing is to execute or schedule
the task is very difficult. For proper utilization of resources and optimal solution
with task scheduling algorithms in cloud computing is very important according to
its hike fame day by day. With considered the load balancing and cost parameter for
virtual machine tree optimized task scheduling algorithm, proved that cost
parameter is not so efficient with this algorithm. Apart from this result other
comparisons are also implemented in this paper with cost parameter in cloud
computing environment. Many more users’ requirements will consider in future,
such as resource reliability and availability to further enhance the scheduling
techniques.
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